ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
data of the returned surveys. The ROC analysis determined the cut-off, and the logistic 73 regression analysis determined if the FMS could be used for the prediction of running 74 injuries.
76

Subjects
77
A total of 84 competitive male runners volunteered to participate in the current study 78 (mean age = 20.0 ± 1.1 years, age range = 18-24 years, height = 171.6 cm ± 4.5, weight = 79 57.5 kg ± 4.3). For inclusion, subjects had to be competitive male runners belonging to 80 collegiate track and field teams, who were injury-free at the time of the FMS test in 81 pre-season, whose events were middle-or long-distance, and whose running experience 82 exceeded 1 year. The purpose and methods of this study were explained to the subjects in 83 detail in a verbal statement, and written informed consent was obtained from the subjects.
84
The current study did not include athletes under the age of 18 years, thus parental or guardian 
RESULTS
156
In pre-season, 101 runners from 7 teams participated in the FMS. Of the 84 returned and TSPU tests, 3 reported pain in the SM test, 2 reported pain in the ILL test, and 1 reported 173 pain in the HS and RS tests, which resulted in a score of 0 for these tests.
174
The distribution of scores for each component movement test is presented in Figure   175 2. The SM test was the movement with the highest frequency of a score of 3 (65.5%).
176
Conversely, the RS was the movement with the highest frequency of a score of 1 (34.5%); no 177 subject achieved a score of 3 on this test. The DS, HS, ILL, and ASLR tests had the highest 178 frequency of a score of 2 on each test. 
FMS Score and Injuries
181
Among the 84 subjects, 15 (17.9%) experienced running injuries during the season.
182
The comparisons between groups with and without running injuries are presented in Table 3 .
183
The mean FMS composite scores were 13.3 ± 2.7 and 14.4 ± 2.2 for subjects with and non-injured groups, whose scores were 2.9 ± 1.0 and 4.1 ± 1.1, respectively (p < .01).
190
The ROC curves for the FMS composite and DS & ASLR scores are presented in
191
Figure 4. The cut-off of the FMS composite score was determined to be 14/15, which was 192 consistent with a previous study (11). However, the ROC curve had a relatively low AUC
193
(AUC = 0.65, p = .08), and, at this point, the sensitivity was 0.73, and the specificity was 0.46.
194
Subjects were dichotomized into groups with FMS composite scores ≤14 and ≥15, which are 195 presented in Table 4 . Conversely, the ROC curve for the DS & ASLR score had a relatively thoracic spine, and shoulder, the stability of the hip, and coordination (8). The current study 300 suggests that, by improving scores on the DS & ASLR in pre-season, the incidence of 301 running injuries in 18-24-year-old competitive male runners could be reduced. 
